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• We implemented the scheduler of ISP (“In-situ Partial Order”), 
in Racket, while leaving the process profilers in C. 

• The Racket scheduler detects deadlock for all relevant 
interleavings, and produces an interleaving tree as output.

• Subset of MPI implemented:

Init,  Finalize,  Send/Isend,  Recv/Irecv,  Wait,  Barrier

• Types of deadlock detected include: 

Unbalanced Send/Isend and Recv/Irecv calls

Send/Recv calls with mismatched tags

Unmatched barriers  

Scheduler Pseudocode
while (true)                       //loop until an exit condition is met

receive calls from profilers until all processes block or finalize

if (all processed have finalized)

Report NO DEADLOCK

exit                               

if (a single wait can finish blocking)    // send or recv completed

tell the wait’s profiler to send the wait call to runtime

continue //return to the top of the while loop

if (a single Send/Recv match can be made)

make the match

tell profilers to send calls to runtime

continue           //return to the top of the while loop  

Report DEADLOCK

exit

loop

• In-Situ Partial Order (ISP) is a mature dynamic active-tester that 
runs MPI applications  under a formal verification scheduler.

• Our goal was to re-implement ISP’s scheduler in Racket, a 
declarative programming language.

• Creating a flexible, programmable scheduler facilitates the 
study of large-scale non-determinism control.

• The ISP scheduler explores all relevant interleavings of an MPI 
program, while excluding redundant interleavings.

• MPI calls are directed to a scheduler, which in turn decides 
when the calls are sent to runtime.
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BACKGROUND / MOTIVATION

• MPI programs, at the heart of many HPC systems today, can be 
complex and difficult to verify, leading to deadlock and 
inconsistent results.

• Current MPI verification tools are difficult to modify, and have 
limited coverage techniques.  As HPC applications become more 
complex, flexible, programmable testing tools will be needed.

APPROACH / SOLUTION

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

ASSESSMENT AND CHALLENGES

• Detecting deadlock for all relevant interleavings is successful 
with a heterogeneous active-tester (C profiler, Racket scheduler)

• Differences between C and Scheme/Racket presented 
challenges with blocking while attempting to read buffers

• Readability and understandability of the racket scheduler code 
has greatly improved over the original scheduler code

• No noticeable difference in speed or efficiency between the 
original scheduler and the Racket scheduler
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NON-DETERMINISM CONTROL

• Problem: Non-deterministic results produced by simulation

• Example:  MPI_Allreduce (…, MPI_SUM, …)  can give 
nondeterministic results for floating point operands, depending 
on how the reduction is scheduled.

• How Schedule-Control Helps Triage ND Sites:  By rebinding 
calls to forcibly determinized libraries – e.g. MPI_Allreduce –
users will be able to triage and locate the point of eruption of 
non-determinism.

• Programmable active-testers (realized in declarative languages 
such as Racket) can accelerate the discovery of ND sites

• They may also help unearth scale-related problems

• Example: At large-scale, MPI library orderings may depend 
on available buffer resources

• Have caused failures in real-life programs

• By sub-dividing the program into stages (e.g. by forcing barrier 
behavior), a flexible controller may help accelerate the 
discovery of failure sites

• Bind to determinized MPI_Allreduce(…)Phase 1

• Bind to determinized MPI_Allreduce(…)Phase 2

• Bind to normal MPI_Allreduce(…)Phase 3

• Bind to determinized MPI_Allreduce(…)Phase 4
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